In this paper we shall solve a further generalisation of the first equation.
Notations
The set of all functions f in a ring (R, + , *i) with unity e is denoted as t f'e P=>fc E * R. The empty function <t > , this is the empty subset of R * R, is an"element of F. The binary operations + and x on R induce binary operations (resp. + and * 011 the set F:
-let f' and g be elements of P such that dom f n dom g = <t > , then f + g = $ and f * g = <j > , -let f and g be elements of P such that dom f o dom 5 / 0 , then dom (f+g) = dom (f x g) = domf<~> dom g and (Vxedomfn dom g)((f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) A (f x g)(x) = f(x)xg(x)). The composition f o g of two elements of P is defined as usually: if dom (f a g) = g*(domf ) £ 4> then ( Vx eg*(domf)) ((fog) ( x ) = f(g(x))) and if g*(domf) = <j > then f o g = <J > .
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Definitions
Let n e N 0 , we define 7= {1,2 n}. Let h jL ,g i , and li be elements of P. A function f,f e F, is a solution to the functional equation
The set H dom h< n dom g< is the basic set of the i=1 1 1 functional equation (1) . In § 3 we shall proof that if the functional equation (1) -132 -u u Finally we define the sets G = O dom g.,, H * C\ domh< i=1
and li a jx| (x e G n H) a Vj e 7)(g.j(x) e p^ g^* (don h|}-
Theorem
The functional equation (1) has a solution if and only if
all systems (Sg), x e dom h, are compatible.
Proof, (a) Suppose f, f e F, is a solution of the functional equation (1), then all systems (S~), x6dom h, have solutions, since one such a solution is defined by u^y = = fig^y)).
n Since dom h = n (dom hj n dom (f3°g.,))£ G n H and i=1 (2) and (3)• We construct a function f which clearly is a solution to the functional equation (1): first n we put dom f = U S-s * (dom so to each x, x e dom f, there i=1 1 » corresponds at least one element y, ye dom h, such that gj(y) = x for some j e 7. Further f(x) takes one value of the -133 - -are elements of some im g^, ke^, and there exists * r i n an element y, y e gj^ {*}» which is an element of O dom g^, n and y is not an element of (J don h,. 
The empty function is a solution to the functional equation (1) if and only if h = <t >.
The functional equations n-1 n (4) J^j h^cpo gj^ + li^ * = h and gj h i *<P°Bi +<P x <f><' g i i = h have solutions if and only if h is the empty function. Let h be the empty function, then all functions of F are solutions to the equations (4).
¿samples
We first solve an equation treated by D. Przeworska-Rolewicz [5] , showing the same solutions are found by our method. Then we solve a second example, suggested by Prof. P. Wuytack.
n-1 (where Rv is a right multiplicator). K i
